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1 – Data

Groundwater contamination often proves to be a
persistent feature of the affected groundwater
regime. Persistent plumes regularly monitored.
Concentration data gained by repeated sampling of
monitoring wells and laboratory analyses of the
samples. Concentration data are ordered into time
series. Plume behaviour is assessed by concentration
trend evaluation. Data of a 14-year-long monitoring
of a halogenated aliphatic hydrocarbon plume is used
-Nondetect values replaced by 65% value of
detection limit1

2- Trend evaluation
Trends are evaluated using either parametric (like
linear regression using least squares) or nonparametric methods.
Mann-Kendall statistic is one of the most widely used
non-parametric method.
Mann-Kendall statistics is generated comparing the
data in the time series to each other, as follows:

4- Method

-Concentrations reported by a laboratory are not
deterministic numbers. They represent a range,
specified by laboratory-given measurement precision.
This is usually a ± percentage of the reported
concentration
-a 10% precision means that the reported
concentration is within a ± 10% percentage range of
the reported concentration
Laboratory reported concentrations are considered
equal, if their ± 10% ranges overlap.

If laboratory reported concentrations

Then if
Then

CLR1 < CLR2

The reason for differences in „S” is obvious, a deterministicly
different concetrations will be equal concentrations as fuzzy

CLR1 x 1,1 > CLR2 x 0,9

Identical colors indicate tied groups. Depending on the
comparison base (i.e. the last data in the time serie) the number
and the content of earlier established tied groups may change

CLR1 ~ CLR2

3- Mann-Kendall test

-Comparing reported concentrations with or without
the precision range may result in different S
statistic, and Z statistic, for two reasons

𝑛 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒
𝑗, 𝑘 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑗𝑡ℎ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑘𝑡ℎ 𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒
𝑗 = 2,3 … 𝑛,
𝑘 = 1,2 … 𝑛 − 1

- S will be directly different because the comparison
differences

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑗 > 𝑘:

- Var (S) will be different because of the difference
in tied groups

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝑘 > 0
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 = −1 𝑖𝑓 𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝑘 < 0
𝑆
=

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑥𝑗
−
𝑥𝑘)
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 = 0 𝑖𝑓 𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝑘 = 0
Significance of S is determined using ‚Z’ statistic. Var
(S) is calculated, and corrected for tied groups
1
𝑉𝐴𝑅(𝑆) =
𝑛 𝑛 − 1 2𝑛 − 5 −  𝑡𝑝(𝑡𝑝 − 1)(2𝑡𝑝 + 5)
18
Where tp is the number of data in a tied group (i.e. a
group of equal values)

Z=

𝑆−1
𝑉𝐴𝑅(𝑆)

𝑖𝑓 𝑆 > 0; Z=

𝑆+1
𝑉𝐴𝑅(𝑆)

𝑖𝑓 𝑆 < 0; Z = 0 if S=0

5- Results (examples)

Therefore significance may be different wich results
in differences in trend perceptions
The two different approach are named here in this
presentation „deterministic” and „fuzzy”

While tied groups, once established in the deterministic
approach will persist and their influence is stable or increasing
with increasing ‚n’, the fuzzy aproach can produce a smaller
correction for larger ‚n’

6- Conclusions

6.1 Fuzzy aproach will results in larger correction terms in VAR (S) calculations, however this will not necessarily
reflected in ‚Z’ statistic
6.2 There is no obvious reason, why Mann-Kendall trend analysis produces different trends for certain time
series using determinsitic and fuzzy approach
6.3 Deviation of fuzzy ‚S’ can be both direction from determinsictic ‚S’ (regarding zero ‚S’ as an absolut no trend),
therefore using the fuzzy aproach has not necessarily dampening effect.
6.4 Time series data structure needs to be looked into to explain the fuzzy ‚S’ and ‚Z’ behaviour
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